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ABSTRACT

In a formally parallel way with that exoitvtg progress has been
recently achieved in understanding the yrast spectra of the rotational
nuclei in terms of the quasi-particle motion in the rotating frame, an
attempt to understand the yrast spectra of the vibrational nuclei in
terms of the quasi-particle motion is proposed. The essential idea is to
introduce the quasi-particle motion in a generalized vibrating frame,
which can be regarded as a rotating frame in the gauge space of "physical"
phonons where the number of the physical phonons plays the role of the
angular momentum. On the basis of a simple fundamental principle called
as the "invariance principle of the SchrOdinger equation", which leads
us to the "maximal decoupling" between the physical phonon and the
intrinsic modes, it is shown that the vibrational frame as well as the
physical-phonon-number operator represented by the quasi-particles can be
self-aonsistently determined. A new scope toward the yrast spectroscopy
of the vibrational nuclei in terms of the quasi-particle motion is
discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The availability of heavy-ion beams for populating high

spin states, pioneered by Morinaga and Gugelot,'^ opened
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a new frontier in the study of higher collective excited

states, and an enormous amount of the experimental data has

been accumulated, disclosing the characteristic band

structure. (2'

As for the rotational band structure in the deformed

nuclei, exciting progress has been achieved in understanding

the microscopic structure in terms of the quasi-particle

motion in the rotating frame, and a broad new field of the

study of nuclear structure called as the yrast spectroscopy

(in the rotational region) has been just opened .

As for the band structure in the so-called spherical

nuclei, it has been recognized that the deviations from the

simple vibrational band structure based on the elementary

collective excitation quanta by small amplitude harmonic

oscillations about spherical equilibrium (, described by the

RPA,) are of great significance in a finite-number many-body

quantal system such as the nucleus: The actual nuclear

collective vibration is highly nonlinear in connection with

its large amplitude, and owing to the characteristic shell

structure and the finite number of the particle configurations

coherently contributing to the collective vibrational mode,

the separation of the collective (vibrational) and the

intrinsic (quasi-particle) modes should be quite complicated,

with a remarkable contrast to the case of the collective

rotational motion.

Nevertheless, the accumulation of experimental data has

more and more disclosed the existence of certain regularities

in the complicated anharmonic effects, which was emphasized

by Sakai and implies a close relationship between the band

structure of the spherical and of the deformed nuclei.

The main purpose of my talk is to introduce to you the

outline of a new microscopic method which provides a way

toward the yrast spectroscopy of soft vibrational nuclei. The

idea of the method is based on a theory of the large amplitude

collective motion presented in our recent paper with
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A. Hayashi, T. Tomoda and T. Maskawa.

2. YRAST BAND AND "PHYSICAL"-PHONON REPRESENTATION

The most useful phenomenological analysis of anharmonici-

ties in the vibrational motion of spherical nuclei can be

based on the so-called "physical"-phonon representation, '

' in which the collective Hamiltonian is expressed in

a form that is diagonal in the number of phonons. In this

representation, which contains the minimum number of

parameters possible for any phenomenological choice, the

anharmonic effects can be expressed as power series in the

physical-phonon creation and annihilation operators. Thus,

for the sequence of levels with the maximum angular momentum

I = 2N, (N: the number of physical phonons), (2.1)

which I call hereafter the yrast band in the vibrational

nuclei, the collective Hamiltonian with the leading-order

anharmonic term is of the form

Hcoll = h2"'B2B2)I=0,M=0

^ 4 ( B 2 B 2 ) I = 4 ) 0 0 (2.2)

(2"3»

where B_ and B, are the physical phonon operators

and the bracket ( ) _., represents the angular momentum

coupling. The next order anharmonic term has the form

"coil = h6-"B5B2B2)I-6(52B2B2)I-6)00- (2'4)

For n number of vibrational nuclei, the yrast band with
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I=2N has been observed up to rather large values of N. For

example, 1=18 for 1 0 4Pd and 1=16 for 1 0 6Pd, 1 0 8Cd, 1 2 6Ba,
1 2 8Ce, 1 3 0Ce and 1 3 4Ce. {2) It is also known that the yrast

band can be well fitted by the collective Hamiltonian (2.2).

Such a Phenomenological approach to the description of

the yrast band in terms of the physical-phonon representation

is formally quite similar to the conventional phenomenological
(8)description of the yrast band in the rotational region.

In order to see this similarity in a clear-cut way and

to avoid unnecessary complications for the present aim,

hereafter, let us restrict ourselves to the simplest idealized

case characterized by a scalar phonon,

[B,B+] = 1. (2.5)

Then, the collective vibrational Hamiltonian with the anharmo-

nic effects for the yrast band is given by

Hcoll = V B + B + V(B+)2(B)2

+ h6-(B
+)3(B)3 + •••, (2.6)

so that the "observed" energy E(N) of the yrast band is

expressed by

E(N)

+ h6-N(N-l)(N-2) + •••, (2.7)

with h_. to be the ground-state energy.

Now, let me here remind you the phenomenological

description of the yrast bands in the rotational nuclei. '

The rotational frequency w t about the axis of rotation for

the yrast band of a rotational nucleus is experimentally

obtained through the canonical equation of motion.
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(2.8)

where ̂ )t r o t(I) is the expectation value of the collective

rotational Harailtonian and corresponds to the observed enerqv

E .(I| of the state with spin I in the vrast band. When the

observed energies E t ( D vary smoothly with I, the frequency

ID . can be accurately determined by

"rot'1' " !l3trot
(I> * ? <E<I+1)-E(I-1)>. (2.9)

Then, by plotting I as a function of w ., the moment of

inertia for the yrast band can be experimentally obtained as

which discloses the nonlinear relation between I and <u t

characterizing the deviations from the pure "rigid" rotation.

A formally similar structure does also exist for the

yrast bands in the vibrational nuclei. One may express the

physical-phonon operator B as

+ ; < 8 > ) (2.11)

where H is the number operator of physical phonons. Then, the

commutation relation (2.5) becomes

[e1*,!.] = e 1*

i.e.,

IK,*] = i. (2.12)

One can therefore regard *P as an orientation-angle operator

in a space in which the number of the physical phononsH plays
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the role of the angular momentum. Hereafter I call this space

the gauge space of physical phonons.

Now, the rotational frequency in the gauge space of

physical phonons (for the yrast band of a vibrational nucleus)

is experimentally obtained through the canonical equation of

motion,

! # ) ' (2"13a)

{2"13b)

where 3t- ..(N) is the expectation value of the collective

vibrational Hamiltonian and corresponds to the observed

energy, {E(N)-h0} in Eq. (2.7), of the state with phonon

number N in the yrast band. Eq. (2.13b) simply implies the

conservation of the physical-phonon numbers. With the observ-

ed energies (2.7), the frequency ID in the gauge space of

physical phonons is given by

<o(N) = | N ^ C O 1 1 ( N ) % k tE(N+l)-E(N-l)}, (2.14)

which corresponds to the chemical potential representing the

increase in energy per added phonon, and its N-dependence

discloses the anharmonic effects.

3. QUASI-PARTICLE STATES IN A GENERALIZED

VIBRATING FRAME

The main purpose of our microscopic theory is to

determine the parameters h,, h., h,,••• in the phenomenologi-

cal collective Hamiltonian (2.6) in terms of the qaasi-

particle motion.

In analyzing the yrast spectra of the rotational nuclei,

it was decisive to specify the parameters characterizing the

rotational motion such as the moment of inertia in terms of
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the quasi-particle motion in the rotating frame. In the

case of the analysis of the yrast spectra of the vibrational

nuclei, it is impossible to use such a simple rotating frame,

because there is no knowledge about the relation between the

number operator of physical phonons (, playing the role of the

angular momentum in the gauge space, ) and the quasi-particles.

This is in remarkable contrast with the case of the rotational

nuclei, where the angular momentum operator is given in

advance as a known quantity with respect to the quasi-

particles.

With recourse to the canonical equation of motion (2.13)

obtained from the experimental data, we therefore introduce a

generalized moving frame called as a vibrating frame hereafter

(which corresponds to the rotating frame for the rotational

nuclei) by a time dependent unitary transformation with

parameters (n(t),^

where

= U"1(n(t) ,c?(t)) |*0>, (3.1)

n 2 = N (3.2)

represents the physical-phonon number and y5 implies the gauge

angle in the classical sense, and |$.> is the Hartree-Fock-

Bogoliubov ground state (with a spherical equilibrium shape)

of the nuclear many-body Hamiltonian H.

Since the parameter (n,$>) must completely specify .the

time dependence of |4(riy)>> one obtains

v H cp) |*(ny)>, (3.3)

o ~ o *

where the operators p̂ ,(z (ntp) ,my) and q (z (T)iy) ,r\<y) are the

local infinitesimal generators with respect to (n.,̂ ) defined

through
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N ,r\tf)) U(ny=)>, (3.4a)

i.e.,

qN(z(n<y) ,nej>) U(n<?>> = - i | ^ | * (n*) >

| | i'STf "§7fl * (nv) >- (3.4b)

In order that the states |<Hn<j>)> in the vibrating frame are

also the Hartree—Fock-Bogoliubov states, the local generators

qN(z (ny) ,n<?) and p^tztny) ,n<p) must be linear functions of

the binary quasi-particle operators and 1. We have used the

notation z to collectively denote a set of the binary quasi-

particle operators {a ao, a a., a a.} under consideration

a p a p oc p
with respect to the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov ground state

z = {a+A- aaa
B' <

a e K + ) <3-5)

We have also used the notation z(ny) to denote the same set of

the binary quasi-particle operators with respect to the

Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov state |it(ri<j>)> in the vibrating

frame;
1 ( 3 . 6 )

Since, by definition, the state |<HriIJ))> in the-vibrat-

ing frame is completely specified by the value of parameters

(i/f), the local generators must strictly satisfy the integra-

bility condition

t) Throughout this talk, we use a Greek subscript a to denote

a set ot quantum numbers {n,£,j,m; charge q} specifying

single-particle orbits in |l(1
n
>.
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y y)l )u"1(nif) = o, (3.7)

which is derived from

^ U " 1 ( r l f > " ""^nj) (38)

Here it is convenient to assume the following reasonable

form

(3.9)

Pv(z(nf) ,n4
;) = p^fztny)/Tif),

i.e.,

| U = N , (3.10a)

= 0, (3.10b)

which defines the operators qN(z (n<J>) ,mp) and p^ (z(n<j) ,TIS>)

as the normal products (with respect to the quasi-particles)

of the local generators qN(z(T)ij>) ,ry£) and pv(z (n<p) ,n!P) /

respectively. With the definition

qN(z(n<j>) ,n<?) = u
(3.11)

the integrability condition (3.7) is then written as

qN(z,n<i')

+ i[qN(z,nJ) ,Pif(z,n9>] = 0, (3.12)
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which implies that q N and p^ satisfy the "weak canonical"

condition

[qN(z(n<(>) fn<f)»P<j,(z(Tlf)»T)f)] l*(n<P)> = 1. (3.13)

In the completely same way that the Hartree-Fock-

Bogoliubov state in the rotating frame is obtained by the time-

dependent Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (TDHFB) method, the Hartree-

Fock-Bogoliubov state in the vibrating frame is specified by

the TDHFB variational equation

«0<*(n<?> H u f ^ - H) |*(n<p)>} = 0 and h.c,
(3.14)

«<*ol*o> = 0,

where the variation | iQ4'
> is defined by

160<j> Cn<p) > = U~:LCTICV>> I a * 0 > . ( 3 . 1 5 )

With the use of Eq. (3.3), Eq. (3.14) can be written as

<j>) > = 0. (3.16)

Choosing | S^ (nif) > = i(3N(
z (n<J>) ,n<P) I <Kn«j>) > and | S 0

= ipy.fztn'V) rifp) I •(n'p) > respectively, one obtains from Eq.

(3.16)

[H,iqN(z(nip)

(3.17)

where Eq. (3.13) has been used. With the use of Eq. (3.4b)

one also has
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E IN

(3.13a)

[H,iqN(z<ny) .n<p>] l<Mn9)>, (3.18b)

t ree-Fock-Bogol iubov g r o u n d - s t a t e energy
hQ 5 <if0 |H|<t>_>. Combining Eqs. (3.17) and (3 .18 ) , one o b t a i n s
where hQ is the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov ground-state energy

(3.19)

This is just the canonical equation of motion (2.13), to which

we had recourse as the starting point of our theory.

From Eq. (3.18b) one can see that the conservation of the

physical-phonon number is represented by

<<Mn<j>) I tH,iqN(z(rnj>),n<y)] |*(ny
))> = 0, (3.20)

which, together with Eq. (3.10a), gives us the information

that the operator qj-(z (nf) ,ny) is the physical-phonon-nuraber

operator represented by the binary quasi-particle operators

z(nij') in the vibrating frame. This implies that the relation

between the physical phonon and the binary quasi-particle

operators may be quite complicated because of its explicit

(n,1^) -dependence of the phonon-number operator qN(z (n$) ,19?) -

This fact presents a striking contrast to the SU(6) interacting

boson model ' where the boson is directly related with

the binary fermion operators, in a simple manner.
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4. INVARIANCE PRINCIPLE OF THE SCHRODINGER EQUATION

The next task is to determine the vibrational frame as

well as the structure of the operators q N (z (nf), n<P) and

Pq,(z{n<(>) ,n<j>) self-consistently. To do this we use the

invariance principle of the Schrodinger equation, which has

been proposed in my previous paper and has been explained

in detail in the reference in connection with a microscopic

description of the large amplitude collective motion. This

principle can be simply stated as follows: The time

dependence of the moving frame, i.e., the vibrational frame in

our case, which manifests itself through the time dependence

of the parameters (ti,4>), must be introduced in such a way that

the Schrodinger equation always remains to be invariant. In

the variational form, the principle is expressed as

- <50«l>(n,<s>> U fift " H) |4>Cn,g>)>>..= 0 (4.1)

with the condition 6 < $ 0 | H | * 0 > = 0 (, <5<i|>0 | $n> = 0 ) , at

n = 0 where U(n = 0 ,*?) = 1. As has been discussed in tie

reference in detail, the principle leads us to the "maximal

decoupling" between the collective mode under consideration

ar.d the intrinsic modes.

With the use of Eq. (3.4a), Eq. (4.1) can be expressed as

H,iq(z(ns>) ,n<i>) ] + V -pg qtzln*) ,n<j>) |4>(n<p)> = o.

(nf- q(z,ivj>) lutnfi) |ij>(ny)> = o,
d n (4.2)

where we have used the canonical equation of motion (3.19) and

the integrability condition (3.12), and we have used the

notation
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(4.3)

At this step it is rather convenient to represent the

equation (4.2) in the following form, with the use of the

definition of the variation |io4>(n<})> by Eq. (3.15);

«<*ol [H(n<j'l ,iq(z,n<?>] +<£> |^ q(z,ny) U o > = 0 ,

(4.4)

y f ^ q(z,nf)H*0> = 0,
where

H(n<i>) = u(n<y)Hu"1(rVi
;). (4.5)

I call Eq. (4.4) the equation of path which specifies the

vibrating frame.

5. DETERMINATION OF THE COLLECTIVE HAMILTONIAN

As has been discussed so far, a set of fundamental

equations in our theory, which must be solved self-

consistently, consists of (I) the integrability condition

(3.12), (II) the equation of path (4.4) and (III) the

conservation of the physic-I-phonon number (3.20).

In this talk, I do not want to go into the details of

the problem of how to solve the set of these equations self-

consistently, and only mention the outline of a method. ' '

We make the following expansions of the physical

quantities with respect to n;

q(z,n<f) = I q.(z,¥)nS,
s=0

p(z.nV) = I P.(z,¥)ns, (5.D
s=o s
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H(n#) = I H (<?)n , (5.3)
s=0

where q(z,n'i>) and p(z,n<p) are defined by Eq. (4.3) and

H(n<?) is given by Eq. (4.5). The set of the fundamental

equations (I), (II) and (III) is then given as

/* JL { ( 1 + 8 )V*» ) + fe Ps'^'n8"1 +. l

s,t=0

_s+t

ns+t = o, (i)

I HS+t:.6<$0|[Hs(y),iqt(z,-J')J-fs |y qt(z/f)|*0> = 0,

A (II)

I nB+t-6<*0|[Hs(<s>),ipt(z,<fn

s t >0> = 0,

I nS+t<*0|[Hs(<P),iqt(z<J>)]|*0> = 0 , (III)

where the canonical equation of motion (3.19) is already

included in (II) and (III).

t) The explicit form of H (f) is easily obtained with the use

of the equation

The expansion of this equation with respect to n is

lsi\s~\w = i/2 I ns+t[pt(z,<f),Hs(v)],
s s f t

so that one obtains

sH Of) = i/2- I [p (z,¥),HU(<P)1.

(t+fe1)

— . 1A .i—



Since the equations(I), (II) and (III) are supposed to be

valid for a continuous range of n, one can equate the

coefficients of each power of n in these equations to zero.

Then, these equations on the coefficients (of each power of n)

become of functions of <p and are supposed to be valid for the

continuous range of <J> from 0 to 2TT. One can therefore further

equate each coefficient of eln9> (with n = 0, ±1, ±2, •••) in

the equations to zero. In terras of a method to proceed to

the higher n-terms step by step by starting with the n -terms,

we then can solve the set of the fundamental equations (I),

(II) and (III) self-consistently.' '

Once f., f., ••• in Eg. (5.2) are obtained by this method,
• done can determine the angular frequency ip = - gjj<SCcoii <i) in

the gauge space, from which one obtains the collective

Hamiltonian X c o n ( n ) o f t h e form (2.7). Thus the parameters

h2, h^, ••• in the quantized physical-phonon Hamiltonian (2.6)

can be uniquely specified in terms of the quasi-particle

motion self-consistently. For the Lipkin-Meshkov-Glick

model, this method leads us very well agreement with the

exact energy eigenvalues even with the physical-phonon
(14)Hamiltonian with only the leading-order interaction term.

Preliminary evaluation of the set of the fundamental

equations (I), (II) and (III) gives us the following informa-

tion: i) Contrary to the angular-momentum conservation in

the rotational nuclei, the concept of the physical-phonon-

number conservation in the vibrational nuclei is not strict

one. Therefore, even though we have adopted the maximal

decoupling between the physical-phonon mode and the intrinsic

modes, there still remains residual coupling between the

physical phonon and intrinsic (quasi-particle) modes, which

disturbs the conservation of the physical-phonon number. '

ii) From the coefficient of n in (I) and the coefficient of

n in (II), one naturally obtainsthe RPA eigenvalue equation

to determine f_ (in Eq. (5.2)) and the zeroth-order component
(5)of the physical phonon. iii) Except for this zeroth-order
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equation, it is shown that the two equations in (II) are not

of linear independence when the integrability condition (I) is

taken into account, and can be reduced to one rather simple

equation which makes calculations very easy. ' iv) Until

t.ie determination of fg and f_, the zeroth-order component of

the physical phonon plays the decisive role. For the determi-

nation of f with s>2, the higher order components of the
5

physical phonon become more and more important, displaying

dynamical change of the internal structure of "phonon".

Although I have so far restricted myself to the case of the

idealized scalar phonon in order to avoid unnecessary compli-

cation for the aim of my present talk, the extention of our

theory to the realistic case with the physical phonon with 1=2

has no essential difficulty. In this case the above fact iv)

gives us a quite important suggestion: Generally, the conven-

tional phenomenological phonon model with the leading-order

anharmonic terms, which can explain the yrast band quite well,

can not explain the so-called "quasi-B" and "quasi-Y" phonon-

side bands.'2'''4' This just implies that the higher-order

anharmonic terms of physical phonon (which can be interpreted

as displaying the dynamical change of the internal structure

of "phonon" by our theory, ) may play a decisive role.

6. NEW SPECULATIVE SCOPE TOWARD YRAST

SPECTROSCOPE IN VIBRATIONAL NUCLEI

Once the angular frequency <̂  = -to in the gauge space

and the physical-phonon-number operator qN(z(n<?) , r)9) in the

vibrating frameare determined, Eq. (3.16) which is written with

the aid of Eq. (3.19) as

60<*(n5
!) |{H-wqN(z(n<S

>).n<j>)}|1f>(ny>)> = o (6.1)

can be interpreted as what determines the Hartree-Fock-
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Bogoliubov ground state in the rotating frame (with the

frequency ui) in the gauge space where the physical-phonon

number plays the role of the angular momentum.

In the formally same way as the yrast spectroscopy of the

rotational nuclei in terms of the quasi-particle motion in the

rotating frame, therefore, we can open a new field of yrast

spectroscopy of the vibrational nuclei. There, the ground

state energy in the rotating frame in the gauge space

E' (ui) = «|>(n<j>) |H" |*(n<S')>,

(6.2)

H1 = H-w

is simply related to the observed energy E(m) by

E" (ui) = E(oj)-wN, (6.3)

where

E(UI) = <cMn<p) | H | * (n<f>) > = <*0 |H(n<p) |*0>", '

( 6 . 4 )

with the use of the definitions(4.5) and (3.10a). The quasi-

particle energy in the rotating frame in the gauge space is

given by

E'aM = E^(io)-E' (u) (6.5)

where

(6.6)

This quasi-particle energy is related to the observed energy

Ea(uj) by

e'(io) = {E (u)-E(iu)} - <•>•<!„ (<•>) (6.7)
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C0|ao.H{Ti'p)-a+|4.0>, (6.8)

where

= <*0l
aa'qNt^'n'f)'aal<l>0:>- (6-9>

Thus, in the vibrational nuclei, we may also expect

various types of the band crossing and the structural change

of the yrast band. The detailed investigation along this line

is now doing.
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